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Editor: Odette Dart

THIS ISSUE:

CHAIRMANS REPORT:
         By Ian Nowak

RESERVE MANAGERS REPORT:
         By Gerrie van Zyl

FAREWELL MESSAGE - NORMAN VAN ZYL:
         By Freek Venter

WAYNE'S WORLD:

UNDER THE BAOBAB
C H R I S T M A S  E D I T I O N

ECOLOGY / FIRE:
         By Ian Owtram

CLASSIFIEDS & ADVERTISEMENTS:



ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
B Y  I A N  N O W A K

Bush greetings from Grietjie!  The good rainy season continues, and the
entire Greater Kruger is looking great! After some fantastic rain the bush is
looking wonderful. I hope that everyone had a wonderful festive season and
enjoyed some good family time. It was nice to see so many members
enjoying Grietjie and the great sightings that were on offer.  As is often the
case, after a relatively busy period on Grietjie the committee receives
complaints about issues that members have noticed whilst out on game
drives. I would like to raise a few of these before I continue with my usual
update.

Children & unlicensed drivers at the wheel: Please note that the game
drive roads are all servitude roads registered in favour of the “general
public” and therefore only licensed drivers may drive on these roads. Minors
may not be in control of the vehicle. On one occasion a parent was teaching
his minor child to drive and almost crashed into the Warden’s vehicle!
Please ensure that once a vehicle leaves your private property that a
licensed driver is at the wheel.
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Guests standing at the back on a vehicle: On two occasions we had
visitors conducting their own game drives with people standing on the back
of a regular LDV.  This is a violation of the “game drive code of conduct”
annexure of the constitution and can be potentially dangerous.

Littering: It was disappointing to see the littering that took place over the
holidays. One would assume that one would not have to remind visitors to
a game reserve that littering is not ok! On one occasion a guest sitting in
the back row of a private owner’s game vehicle simply dropped a plastic
bag full of rubbish out the game viewer at a sighting! Even if it seems
obvious please remind your visitors that no littering in the reserve is
acceptable.

During the festive season we also heard of the tragic passing from COVID-
19 of Norman van Zyl, the brother of our Warden, Gerrie van Zyl. On behalf
of all of Grietjie I would like to send our condolences to his wife Loretta and
the entire family and wish them strength during this difficult time.



ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
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They were long- time residents on Grietjie in the past and were well known
in our community.

New owners 2020: We would like to officially welcome all the new owners
that purchased property on Grietjie during 2020. We hope you enjoy your
purchase and look forward to welcoming you into our community:

Nr 10 - Ann Wilson, Nr 14 - Bill Wallace & Martine Maron, Nr 29 – Mark
& Yolande Pieterse, Nr 43 - Gareth & Sandy Kirkbride, Nr 55, 57 &
58 - Casey Cole Mckee and Nr 111 - Tinus & Elna Pretorius.

Tar road: Tar road resurfacing will resume in January 2021.

Declaration: Following the successful Gazetting of the remaining
properties and the relevant correction notices, we are ready to begin the
process of title deed endorsements. Due to the complexity I will be sending
out a detailed circular specific to this process.
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Please read it and respond accordingly once you have received it (if you
are a new property owner, please contact me directly at ian@nsele-
reserve.co.za to ensure that your documents are placed correctly).

Access Road / RAL: We await the matter to appear before the High Court
in Polokwane.

Rehabilitation: The “Working for water” team will commence in January
2021. We will also be announcing a new alien plant eradication program in
the next issue.

Access Control: Further to our request to submit your staff details to
Odette, I will also be sending out a letter regarding the improved security
measures we will be implementing at the gate to conform with the Balule
minimum standards set recently. Please respond to that communication
directly once you receive it.



ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS
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Balule:  Our increased air and other patrols during the festive season
worked well. No rhino losses or other serious crimes were recorded during
the November / December period. Unfortunately, our neighbouring
reserves did suffer some rhino losses. The Balule reaction units assisted
Klaserie with 2 poacher follow up operations which included our k9 tracking
units.  We would like to thank the Greater Kruger Environmental Protection
Foundation (GKEPF) for the additional sponsored hrs in the R66 helicopter
that conducted our aerial patrols and follow ups.

2020 was the best year we have had with regard to rhino poaching since
2012. We ended the year with the following record:

1 Incursion, 1 Loss and one arrest (including the recovery of the rhino horn)
– court case is currently underway.
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Our 2 orphaned rhino that were released on ONGR some months back is
doing well. Besides being chased by a territorial bull on the York region
their exploring of Balule has been pretty uneventful. They are currently
moving between Olifants River Game Reserve (ORGR) and Ukhozi
regions of Balule. 

I wish everyone a happy and prosperous 2021.

Until next time.



SECURITY & ACCESS CONTROL:
 - No burglaries reported.

GAME MANAGEMENT:
 - Animals in good condition.
 - Good sightings of major animal species.
 - Good sightings of lions on Grietjie and Doreen.

VEGETATION:
 - All trees are green and lush.
 - Good grass cover after the good rains.

RESERVE MANAGER'S REPORT
B Y  G E R R I E  V A N  Z Y L



CLIMATE & RAINFALL:
 - 164mm rain for December 2020.
 - 307.5mm rain for the season till end of December 2020.
 - Day temperatures are very hot with a number of high 30's recorded.
 - Night temperatures are also warm in the 19-22deg.

ROADS:
 - Graded most of the gravel roads.
 - The resurfacing of the Darisandi road in progress, we have done in  
 excess of 4000m2 double layer of emulsion.

 
OTHER MATTERS:
 - Lots of snakes and tortoises on the roads and around houses,    
 please be aware.

Thank you for all the support.

RESERVE MANAGER'S REPORT
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Norman was one of the Van Zyl brothers who, like Gerrie, practically grew
up on Grietjie. Norman sadly passed away recently from Covid-19. He was
a very soft-spoken, friendly kind of guy with a big heart. I would like to
share a particular incident that happened shortly after we arrived in Grietjie
as an example of his personality.

When we bought Grietjie #92 in 1997, it had a 3 ha mango and citrus
orchid behind the house, complete with an irrigation system. The
previous owner installed a strong mono pump at the borehole to be able to
keep the fruit trees producing optimally.

To pull out the pipe and rod system from the borehole if something went
wrong (which happened with annoyingly frequent intervals) was a major
hassle! You needed a long tripod and block and tackle and all the correct
tools to loosen the 3 m long sections of pipe and rod piece by piece, as you
pull them up. On a hot summer Sunday morning we had no water at the
house and I started to prepare to pull the borehole pipes to get to the core
of the problem.

FAREWELL MESSAGE - Norman van Zyl
B Y  F R E E K  V E N T E R



Then Norman just pitched up and he helped me the whole day in the hot
sun to sort out the problem. At that stage we did not know each
other well, having only met once before. I never asked him for help and I
am not even sure how he knew we had a problem. His superior knowledge
and experience made a huge difference, but his positive attitude and
determination really made the day for me. In later years I experienced that
this was not just a once-off incident, but that he was like that as a person:
always going out of his way to help others!

Norman van Zyl

FAREWELL MESSAGE - Norman van Zyl
B Y  F R E E K  V E N T E R



Picnic spot #3 rehabilitation project
On Sunday 3rd January a small group of people spent about 6 hours
restoring the area around picnic spot #3. One of the biggest tasks was to
fill in the hole that had developed at the top on the road in. Several loads of
rocks and some rubble from demolished buildings on #19 were used to fill
the hole and then soil from the side of the roads was
used to cover it over and make the road passable once again with ease.

ECOLOGY / FIRE
B Y  I A N  O W T R A M



We also made use of the rubble and soil to fill in some of the eroded ditch
on the left track as you drive down the slope into the picnic spot. This
should hopefully slow the water down but certainly won’t stop further
erosion. A series of bolsters will need to be constructed and the water
diverted to the right but this is a much bigger task and would probably be
easier done with machinery another day. As reported a couple of
newsletters back, Dr Venter and I had looked at the problems around the
picnic spot and specifically the benches, and we came to the conclusion
that the erosion was caused by wind rather than water and the best
remedy would be to remove the benches and then rehabilitate the bank
and allow the vegetation to re-establish.
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The benches have now been
removed and have been taken to the
new entrance gate where they will
be used as better seating
arrangements for visitors and people
waiting for lifts. Sadly some of them
will need repairing too, so maybe it
was a good thing to have moved
them when we did rather than
someone sitting on the bench and it
collapsing and causing an accident.

ECOLOGY / FIRE
B Y  I A N  O W T R A M



Some of the trees were trimmed and the
material used to brush pack the bank
which will stop any animals and people
walking on it and allow for seeds to
establish and also stop the wind blowing
the sand away. We used logs to establish
the limits where vehicles can drive. All
these measures are designed to
minimise any future impact by all of us on
the vegetation and hopefully keep the
picnic site as natural as possible for as
long as possible.

ECOLOGY / FIRE
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Odette and Chris Dart, along with Dolf Jacobs
Cathy Dhooge and her daughter Karoline with fiancé Marnus
Richard Arendse
Jim and Jane Ludlow 
Ranger Nelson
Not to forget Mel, Cary and Savanna Owtram and
Reginald Ntimane
Jaco and Jens Reverchon for the use of your trailer

I would like to extend my thanks to the following people for their help on the
day:
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COETZEE & VAN DER MERWE

Prokureurs | Aktevervaardigers | Boedelbereddaraars
Attorneys | Conveyancers | Estate Adminstrators

PHALABORWA BRANCH
 

Tel:  15 781 1356/6/7         Fax 015 781 1141
 

Address: 
4 Tovanco Building

Palm Ave, Phalaborwa
 

Email:
deeds2@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

lit@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

HOEDSPRUIT BRANCH
 

Tel:  015 793 1113/4         Fax: 015 793 1440
 

Address:
166 Moose Rd, Hoedspruit

 
 

Email:
hoedspruit@costzeevdmerwe.co.za

GLASS MONKEY BEADS
 

HANDMADE MURANO GLASS BEADS
GLASS BEAD JEWELRY

BEAD MAKING WORKSHOPS
 

ARUNA MOHAN
GLASSMONKEYBEADS@CLOUD.COM

 
FACEBOOK:  GLASS MONKEY BEADS

+27 (0) 79 38 64 325

SH’ZEN - There is so much love!
 

A more beautiful you, naturally!
Please contact me should you wish to be added
onto our mailing list to view our weekly / monthly

specials.
 

Consultant: Odette Dart
Cell Nr: 0824500971

Email: dartodette@gmail.com



 
PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS

 
- ARE YOU GETTING TIRED OF YOUR BLUNT KNIVES?

- DOES YOUR CUTTING EDGE NEED AN UPGRADE?
 

BRING THEM TO PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS TO HAVE THEM SHARPENED TO
A RAZORS EDGE.

LIFELONG GUARANTEE ON ALL YOUR HANDMADE UNLESS STATED
OTHERWISE

 
071 903 3270 – PORTION 77

For all your canvas printing needs.
Contact:

Wayne Calitz on 082 447 2331
Email: wayne.sprocky@gmail.com

VIRTUAL MUTSAMIVIRTUAL MUTSAMI
Professional Web DevelopmentProfessional Web Development

We build MOBILE FRIENDLY web & applications & E-COMMERCEWe build MOBILE FRIENDLY web & applications & E-COMMERCE
STORESSTORES

using WORDPRESS.using WORDPRESS.
Contact Tracey 082 424 7527Contact Tracey 082 424 7527
Email:Email:    tracey@mutsami.co.zatracey@mutsami.co.za



Getting I.T. Done!!! 
Contact:  Tyler +27 (0) 714 0966

Email:  tyler@tytytech.co.za



Impala baby spotting competition
This is old news now but I forgot to include it
in last month’s newsletter so firstly my
apologies.
The CAPs group had agreed to sponsor the
annual competition
in 2020 and awarded the R1000 winning
cheque to Odette Dart who spotted the first
impala lamb of 2020 on 24th November.
She was thrilled to get the cash and she
used some of it to treat her daughter Skyela
and also made a donation of her own
towards the staff Christmas party. Thank
you for your generosity Odette.

We wish you and your
loved ones a Prosperous

2021
G P N R  M A N A G E M E N T  C O M M I T T E E


